Objectives: To provide targets for personal samplers designed for estimating particle deposition at distinct locations in the body, accounting if necessary for inter-and intra-person variation.
INTRODUCTION
Despite the existence of a large body of information on particle deposition within the respiratory tract, practical personal sampling for dose estimation in the occupational setting has been challenged by several factors. Deposition efficiency is hardly constant, with large variations dependent on workers' physical activity level, posture, sex, and breathing mode. Deposition differs critically for distinct points of the respiratory tract. Dependence on particle size *Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Tel: þ1-513-652-4949; e-mail: dbartley@eos.net is critical within the broad classification as nano versus larger particles.
In view of these challenges, over the past three decades, fine (mainly .1 lm) particle sampling conventions, based on experimental data from carefully controlled inhalation studies with human volunteers, have been established, expressed as curves describing 'penetration' to the region of interest in terms of a parameter known as 'particle aerodynamic diameter'. For a comprehensive review, see Vincent (2007) . These conventions, in the form of various standards (ISO 7708 [ISO, 1995] , EN 481 [CEN, 1993] , ASTM D 6062 [ASTM International, 2007] ; ACGIH, 1985) led in turn to the emergence of samplers for collecting the inhalable, thoracic, and respirable mass fractions of ambient airborne particles, in both working and living environments. The conventions themselves, in specifying only the fraction of ambient aerosol to be collected, do not of course restrict to measuring only mass. The conventions were deliberately set-up conservatively in view of the large inter-and intra-person variation and with full acknowledgement that the actual deposition of particles (and hence true exposure) differs from penetration. Aerosol exhalation is significant for some particle sizes. From the outset, it was to be expected that correlations between disease and exposure might be somewhat limited. However, such an approach readily paved the way for aerosol scientists to develop reasonably simple sampling instruments whose performance could adequately match the conventions of interest.
With the current interest in nanoparticles, sampling conventions tailored to the smaller aerosol sizes will become necessary. Rather than conservative estimation, actual deposition would be desirable for health research. To this end, much of the challenge in estimating dose may in the future be obviated through measurement of particle size distributions, perhaps by miniaturization of equipment described by Gorbunov et al., 2009 . Size information together with records of individual breathing profiles would then permit calculation of the initial deposition in any part of the respiratory tract of interest.
Lacking such personal sampling equipment at present, we propose an approach somewhat similar to current sampling practice. Ongoing development of more advanced and truly representative sampling instruments and research into health effect determinants such as deposited particle surface area (as opposed to mass) introduce the possibility of providing conventions that allow for more direct estimations of actual deposition and extension into the ultrafine regime where deposition by diffusion dominates.
Initial work on samplers or monitors for one or more regions of the respiratory tract has been reported (McCawley, 1999; McCawley et al., 2002; Kuo et al., 2005; Fissan et al., 2007; Asbach et al., 2009; Koehler et al., 2009) . We propose here conventions for personal samplers intended to represent fractions of inhaled aerosol actually depositing in specific areas of the respiratory system, correcting for individual human variations if necessary.
Proposed here is a set of sampling conventions for approximating the deposition efficiency for five distinct loci of the respiratory tract. The 2 Â 5 5 10 conventions represent averages over variation in physical activity level, posture, sex, and breathing mode. Recognizing three approximate relationships among the 10 deposition efficiencies, the number of independent conventions is reduced to only seven, namely three ultrafine and four fine aerosol conventions. The ultrafine and fine conventions are defined as ideal sampling efficiencies in terms of 'thermodynamic' (generally volume equivalent) and aerodynamic diameter, respectively.
By deposition efficiency, we mean the probability that a particle of given size deposits in a specified area after inhalation. As described below, this function has been modeled by ICRP, 1994 . The probability of a particle entering the head at all, the inhalability, must be handled by pre-selection within a sampler in accordance with an inhalability convention not covered in this paper. The current inhalability convention used in occupational hygiene is specified in ISO 7708 and EN 481. However, there is great interest in refining this convention for use at the low wind speeds found in most indoor workplaces (Baldwin and Maynard, 1997) . Open questions still remain, e.g. whether there is a difference between nasal and oral inhalability as found in experiments in stagnant air (Lidén and Harper, 2006) as opposed to recent research with a wind tunnel operated at low wind speeds (Sleeth and Vincent, 2011) .
The conventions can be applied in a variety of ways depending on research need. For instance, samples taken according to the (ultrafine and fine) pair of conventions proposed for alveolar deposition can be used for measuring alveolar deposition in the mean over a range of inter-and intra-person variations. Such a mean is admittedly only an approximation as no consensus exists on the distribution of workers' physical activity level, posture, sex, and breathing mode.
If less distinctness is required, conventions can be combined, resulting in simpler sampling requirements. For instance, the dose to the nasal and throat area Sampling conventions for estimating ultrafine and fine aerosol particle deposition 697 combined may be of interest in a specific research program. As another example, the total dose to the respiratory system may be needed. For more accurate needs, it is possible to regard the set of samplers as an array. For example, suppose a worker can be profiled with information on physical activity, etc. This information can be combined with measurements from several pairs of samplers to estimate the alveolar deposition for this specific worker, i.e. correcting the wide variations to a degree.
It is hoped that the establishment of well-defined sampling conventions will encourage the design of personal samplers for estimating particle deposition efficiency-and therefore dose. As far as possible, we attempt to avoid constraining design to a specific type of sampler. In fact, it is possible that a set of samplers differing slightly from convention may be convenient. In this case, the handling of arrays would be adjusted correspondingly. Currently, a standard (prEN ISO/DIS 13138:2010) corresponding to the conventions proposed here is in preparation within the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) and Comité Européen de Normalisation (CEN).
We must emphasize that this proposal does not cover all variations. Particle deposition in various regions of the lungs has been shown to vary with airway diseases. The global prevalence of restrictive airways diseases (asthma, COPD, and emphysema) is significant, and each of these diseases results in substantially different particle deposition from the norm. However, only limited information exists on the various deposition efficiencies associated with a given disease state. When the needed information becomes available, this variation may be dealt with.
Furthermore, deposition is complicated if the particles can enlarge with the absorption of water. In the case of soluble particles, water vapor can condense on the particles, which can therefore grow as liquidsolution droplets until equilibrium is attained. The deposition efficiency curves, if expressed in terms of initial (that is, dry) particle diameters, are therefore all shifted toward smaller diameters than for non-hygroscopic particles. Hygroscopic particle deposition depends on the dry salt density, the molecular weight relative to the molecular weight of water, the number of ions/molecule dissociated into solution, the temperature, and ambient relative humidity in the respiratory tract. It may yet be possible to estimate the various fractions by combining results from the sampler array that accurately follow the conventions if the chemical composition is known. This would lead to a refinement of what is presented here.
Whether these new conventions will in fact lead to significantly improved correlation between exposure and disease is yet an open question. Nonetheless, deposition is likely a more relevant potentially causative factor than one that includes exhaled particles that do not interact with the body. Whereas the earlier conventions have already been adopted in many legal schemes for determining compliance with exposure levels deemed safe, the newer conventions are expected to be applied initially in forthcoming health effects research. Eventually, however, compliance standards themselves may be revised if correlation between exposure measurements and health effects are in fact found to be significantly improved.
PARTICULARS

Particle deposition model
At present, a large body of information is available on particle deposition in the human respiratory tract (e.g. Lippmann, 1977; Phalen, 1999; Wang, 2005) . The International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) reviewed (ICRP, 1994) all the available experimental data for regional penetration and deposition for particles inhaled by humansfrom many laboratories in several countries-and drew them together to demonstrate the common underlying tendencies. The ICRP then set out to develop a best set of empirical relationships that modeled those tendencies as accurately as possible, even allowing for variability between experiments, etc. The models proposed, although empirical and based on statistical curve fitting procedures, embodied to some extent the physical principles governing the deposition and penetration by the choice of appropriate indices of particle size relevant to given size ranges.
Sub-micrometer airborne particles deposit primarily by Brownian motion toward internal surfaces of the body. For particles .1 nm, the rate of diffusion is independent of particle density because the slower thermal motion with increased density is exactly compensated by increased momentum and hence resistance to change of motion. Therefore, thermodynamic deposition depends generally on a volumeequivalent diameter (for example, the particle diameter d, if spherical) independent of the aerosol density. An irregular particle with the same diffusion coefficient as a specific sphere has this sphere's diameter as its thermodynamic diameter.
In contrast, particles larger than $1 lm deposit primarily by gravitational settling, interception or impaction (where large inertia leads to crossing of the air streamlines). Impaction depends on the aerodynamic diameter given by geometric size, shape, and particle density (for example, ffiffiffi q p d at d . 0.1 lm, for a sphere of density q (aside from sub-micrometer ''slip'' corrections where the corpuscular aspects of the air become evident, particularly for high-density particles)). Deposition by diffusion and aerodynamic deposition becomes minimal at a size of the order of 0.4 lm. Deposition by interception (where a part of a particle, because of its finite extent, intersects a surface) is not considered in the ICRP model, and therefore, the deposition of fibers may require further attention beyond the conventions proposed here. ICRP, 1994, identified specific loci of significant deposition in the human respiratory tract. For a visual breakdown of the loci, see Fig. 1 . Initial deposition can occur at two specific loci in the extrathoracic area, designated as ET 1 , the anterior nose itself, and ET 2 , after the mouth, the region consisting of the posterior nasal passages, larynx, and pharynx. Upon inhalation, particles can enter ET 1 directly only from the nose but can reach ET 2 from either nose or mouth. Particles which have not deposited in the extrathoracic region Sampling conventions for estimating ultrafine and fine aerosol particle deposition 699 may proceed next to the bronchial region, BB, consisting of the trachea and initial bronchi from which deposited material is cleared by ciliary action. The next possibility for deposition is the bronchiolar region bb consisting of the bronchioles and terminal bronchioles, small tubular structures leading to the gas exchange or alveolar area. The alveolar region itself provides the final chance for deposition prior to deposition during exhalation. For further physiological details, see Weibel (1963) . Each regional deposition probability and therefore the overall deposition efficiency itself depend explicitly on breathing conditions. ICRP, 1994, considered work load, sex, and breathing mode as listed in Table 1 . As indicated, people can be characterized as either 'normal' or 'mouth breathers'. The normal breathers inhale air strictly through the nose, except when performing heavy exercise. The mouth breathers, however, always take in a fraction of air through the mouth. For details, see Table 1 .
The frequency f is the number of breaths per min. The 'tidal volume' V T is the volume of air taken in per breath. Q, often denoted as V _ , is the 'inspiratory flow rate' including both inhalation and exhalation, i.e. 2 Â f Â V T . FRC is the 'functional residual capacity' defined in ICRP, 1994.
The ICRP model (ICRP, 1994) then is an explicit numerical program for computing the particle deposition efficiency relative to inhaled particles at any of the five loci, requiring as input: the individualized breathing conditions together with the particle size and density of interest. The loci are treated similarly to filters in series, each catching a portion of aerosol, with the complement proceeding to the subsequent filter. See ICRP, 1994, for a block diagram of this approximation. The thermodynamic and aerodynamic capture sub-probabilities for an airborne particle entering any locus are computed separately. The net capture probability at each locus is approximated as the root sum of squares (RSSs) of these two sub-probabilities. RSS is equivalent to a simple sum except in the region from 0.1 to 1.0 lm. The proposed deposition sampling conventions are simplified relative to the ICRP model by linearizing in the two deposition probabilities, yet by making least-square fits to the RSS values. In this way, the sum of the thermodynamic and aerodynamic deposition sampling conventions will approximately be equal to values obtained by the RSS. In any case, errors introduced are only significant for particles sizes where deposition by either diffusion or impaction is inefficient.
Inhalability
The conventions proposed here are given in terms of inhaled (rather than ambient) aerosol in line with the ICRP model. A great body of research (Ogden and Birkett, 1977; Vincent and Armbruster, 1981; Armbruster and Breuer, 1982) has been completed on the subject of inhalability describing the fraction of ambient aerosol that is initially inhaled. Currently, a consensus (Berry and Froude, 1989; Baldwin and Maynard, 1997; Aitken et al., 1999; Sleeth and Vincent, 2011 ) has yet to be reached on the effect of moderate versus light (e.g. normal indoor workplace) air currents on the initial inhalation. Samplers following the conventions presented here are expected to sample the inhalable aerosol fraction. Particles would be pre-selected from ambient aerosol, reflecting inhalability in the wind conditions of application, prior to post-selection in accordance with the proposed sampling conventions.
Plan
The most ambitious aim of this proposal is to establish a set of particle sampling conventions so that an array of three ultrafine or four fine samplers following the conventions may be used to estimate the deposition of non-hygroscopic, non-volatile, uncharged, non-fibrous particles from 5 nm to 100 lm in each of the five specific loci of the respiratory tract, correcting for human variations from work load, sex, and breathing mode (normal versus mouth). At any specific breathing condition, deposition in any particular locus is characterized by a size-dependent function that cannot be derived simply by scaling a conventional curve. For example, the function may consist of peaks that change both in magnitude and in position as to aerosol size. Here, any such function for a specific set of breathing conditions is approximated by including admixtures of several of the linearly independent conventional functions so as to position the peaks correctly. For more information on approximating shifted functions using overlapping fixed conventional functions, see Appendix A in the Supplementary material available at Annals of Occupational Hygiene online.
In other words, for a given breathing condition, the deposition efficiency for any of the five loci is expressed as a linear combination of the fixed conventions. Then aerosol sampled according to metric of choice (e.g. mass or surface area) in suitable sampler stages weighted according to the same linear combination together with knowledge of sampling rates provides an estimate of dose initially available to the body. Dose then is the product of the measured applicable sampler response (e.g. mass or surface area) per air volume (liter) sampled, the inhalation rate (liters per second), and the shift length (second). Note that for correlation with health effects, it will likely be necessary to further modify the value of deposited dose in accordance with physiological clearance and toxicological processes.
Given the large variation in deposition associated with the breathing variations (Table 1) , correction seems like a daunting task. Also, the large range of particle sizes covers disparate physical phenomena. This in part explains the longevity of the current penetration conventions.
Nevertheless, there are several simplifying aspects. The sampling conventions may be composed of one set responding to the aerodynamic diameter and another to the thermodynamic diameter. Then, the linear combination described above leads to automatic correction of particle density effects.
Thermodynamic conventions
Other simplifications exist. Fig. 2 shows the ratio of deposition in extrathoracic region ET 2 to that in ET 1 (normalized by the ratio of nasal to total air flow). For the ultrafine particles of size ,200 nm, the ratio is close to 1.00 for the various breathing conditions. Fig. 2 also depicts the ratio of deposition of inhaled particles in tracheobronchial region BB to that in ET 2 . Again, the curves are normalized by constants dependent on workload, sex, and breathing mode. Sampling conventions for estimating ultrafine and fine aerosol particle deposition 701
That the ratios are nearly constant for the ultrafine particles means that instead of three linearly independent functions for describing thermodynamic deposition into the regions, extrathoracic ET 1 , ET 2 , and tracheobronchial BB, only one function is needed. The functions for the two other regions will be obtained by a simple multiplier from the first (independent) function. There are many ways to choose this function. Here, we take the function similar to an asymptotic approximation to the ICRP model for ET 1 deposition proportional to d À0.7 with proportionality constant determined by averaging over the 12 conditions listed in Table 1 .
The other two thermodynamic conventions, alveolar and tracheobronchial bb, needed were obtained by similarly averaging ICRP model results over the 12 breathing conditions. In this case, the average was modeled according to log-normal distribution F9 defined by:
multiplied by polynomials in d, giving a peak at d c and width characterized by r [ ln [GSD] . The use of log-normal functions is in part traditional (ISO 7708 and EN 481) but has the advantage that integrals together with particle size distributions can be handled algebraically. For a summary of facts about log-normal functions, see Appendix A in the Supplementary material available at Annals of Occupational Hygiene online. Note that the d À0.7 convention above can be so modeled with a log-normal function at d c /0.
Note that further simplifications occur if the range of particle size is restricted. Asbach et al. (2009) report that by limiting to a range, 20-400 nm, alveolar and tracheobronchial bb deposition efficiencies are closely proportional. In this case, only two independent conventions would be needed rather than the three proposed here.
Aerodynamic deposition conventions
The conventional aerodynamic deposition functions for the two tracheobronchial regions BB and bb and for the alveolar area are all peaked functions with breadth characterized by GSD approximately equal to 2.0. The median diameters and magnitude factors are taken as the log-normal-modeled averages over the 12 breathing conditions. The various values are given in Table 2 below.
As seen in Fig. 2 , aerodynamic deposition into extrathoracic regions ET 2 and ET 1 is slightly complicated. Particles can be inhaled nasally, in part depositing in ET 1 , and in part penetrating further, potentially depositing in ET 2 . Particles inhaled in parallel orally can deposit in region ET 2 . Therefore, there are three aerodynamic extrathoracic deposition functions, which, within the ICRP model, approach 100% (oral) or 50% (nasal) asymptotically (as d ae /N).
However, there are simplifications. Considering aerosol taken in nasally which reaches ET 2 in comparison to ET 1 , Fig. 3 shows the ratio of the fractions that deposit. The ratio is nearly constant for aerodynamic diameter .5 lm. For diameters ,5 lm but .0.2 lm, the deposition efficiency in these regions becomes negligible. Furthermore, the difference in the probability that a nasally inhaled particle which reaches ET 2 will deposit and the deposition efficiency at this locus for an orally inhaled particle is a peaked function in the range of the BB deposition efficiency. Therefore, only a single extrathoracic function is needed. There are several possibilities, but we adopt the function averaged over the 12 breathing conditions for inhaled aerosol deposited into ET 1 . The function is modeled in terms of F, the integral of F', i.e. the cumulative lognormal distribution function. Therefore, we propose the aerosol sampling conventions as summarized in Table 2 and graphically in Fig. 4 . The functions D j are given in terms of aerodynamic diameter d ae or thermodynamic (geometric or mobility) diameter d as appropriate. Note that the designation, aerodynamic versus thermodynamic, is omitted for typographic simplification.
APPLICATIONS
Sampler array
Measurements taken by a set of samplers or sampler stages operating in accordance with the conventions of Table 2 can be used to correct for any specific breathing condition of Table 1 so as to estimate deposition in any one of the five loci in the respiratory system. This is done through a set of conversion factors which are presented here. What is needed is knowledge of the breathing condition of any individual whose particle dose is to be estimated.
The conversion factors were determined as follows. Suppose the deposition efficiency provided by the ICRP model for a specific locus and breathing condition is E[d], where d is the (geometric) diameter of a particle of density, q 5 1 g cm Table 2 :
The constants C j are determined by a least squares fit of the right-hand side of equation (2) Table 1 .
Then, the constants C j serve as the conversion factors for any specific locus and breathing conditions. In sampling an aerosol distributed in size, adding the collected masses (or other metric, adjusting for the sampling flow rate as necessary) multiplied by the calibration constants C j is equivalent to sampling by a sampler with efficiency E[d] as long as equation (2) holds. The entire set of conversion factors is presented in Table 3 . As the variation, male to female, is generally negligible, the curves for male and female were simply averaged (see also Löndahl et al., 2007) .
Worked example
As an example of how to use the coefficients of Table 3 for reaching a corrected estimate of dose, suppose a researcher is interested in mass deposition of engineered nanoparticles in the tracheobronchialbb region, which lies just after the region BB where clearance is efficient and preceding and adjacent to the alveolar area. Suppose that, following inhalation, the concentration c and mass size distribution [with mass median diameter (MMD) and geometric standard deviation (GSD)] are characterized by:
ðMMD; GSDÞ 5 ð0:6 lm; 1:5Þ; ð3Þ both unknown. Suppose the researcher is interested in both a male and a female worker with normal breathing over an 8-h shift in a sitting working environment. Fig. 4 . Proposed aerosol particle deposition conventions (black) and dependent conventions (gray).
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The (true) dose (micrograms) which the researcher wishes to estimate is computed from the ICRP model as: 
where Q (Table 1) is the sex-dependent inspiratory flow rate (including the sum of both inhalation and exhalation, hence the factor 1 2 ) and s is the exposure time (in this example, 8 h). E bb is the sexdependent deposition efficiency for the bb region calculated from the ICRP model. Now, the researcher uses an array of samplers in agreement with convention, and over s s equal to 8 h of sampling at sampler flow rate Q s 5 2 l min ; ð5Þ ordered as in Table 3 . The researcher looks up the coefficients C in the relevant row of Table 3:   Table 3 . Conversion factors C j of equation (2) for the breathing conditions of 
Note that the sex dependence in the estimate is solely from the different inspiratory flow rates and plotted in terms of the geometric diameter of a spherical particle. In color available in the online version of this article, the blue (male) and pink (female) curves are the linear combinations of the conventions (green), and black represents efficiencies calculated from the 'true' ICRP model.
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Density effect
For density q deviating from 1 g cm
À3
, both sides of equation (2) shift, the right side through the dependence of the aerodynamic subset of Table 2 on the aerodynamic diameter d ae . The approximate equality of equation (2) is preserved for any particle size for which only one mechanism (diffusion or impaction) dominates deposition, i.e. where deposition is significant since overlap occurs where both modes are inefficient.
This can be seen in the example of Fig. 6 . The shift in both E[d] and in its approximation as a sum of thermodynamic and aerodynamic parts is compared varying q between 1 and 5 g cm
. The agreement seems satisfactory even in the region of overlap.
Dependent conventions
The seven independent conventions given in Table 2 can be used to define the apparently missing functions, specifically for the extrathoracic region ET 2 for both thermodynamic and aerodynamic regimes and the tracheobronchial region BB for the thermodynamic regime. This is most easily done by averaging over the 12 breathing conditions using the coefficients of Table 3 . The results are given in Table 4 and are plotted as curves (gray) in Fig. 4 .
Other useful dependent conventions can be also constructed as needed. For instance, suppose it is desired only to estimate the total tracheobronchial deposition. Then, adding the bb and BB conventions provides the relevant convention. Sampling is simplified at the expense of distinctness.
Uncertainty
The least-square fits to the deposition efficiencies given by the ICRP model are certainly not perfect, nor is the linear approximation in the region of overlap. Therefore, a rough estimate of the uncertainty in correcting for breathing profile is presented here. In particular, the least-square fits determining correction favor the larger aspects of the deposition curves, which may make sense from a health standpoint. The large errors in the case of small deposition may be handled analogously to a quantification limit in the case of sampling for a hazardous material. We regard samples as voidable, if the deposition efficiency in any locus of the respiratory tract is less than a correction limit equal to 0.5%.
The correction accuracy depends on the size distribution of the aerosol sampled and also on the health Fig. 6 . The deposition efficiency in the extrathoracic ET 1 region at a variety of particle densities for a male, light exercise, and normal breathing. Note the accurate shift of the proposed convention (gray) for the larger particles and constancy for the smaller in accordance with the ICRP model (black). Koehler et al. (2009) . The distributions are depicted in Fig. 7 . We expand this set of distributions further by including the corresponding surface area and count distributions, with median diameters computed using the Hatch-Choate relations mentioned in Appendix A in the Supplementary material available at Annals of Occupational Hygiene online. The additional distributions are also shown in Fig. 7 and together with the mass distributions form three sets of eight distributions each, evidently provide a wide range for testing the correction procedure. The corrected deposition efficiency error relative to calculation from the ICRP model at each of the five respiratory tract loci was computed for males with the six profiles given in Table 2 (females are equivalent). This results in three large tables with 240 values each. The accuracy corresponding to the three health metrics considered can be summarized by computing the relative standard deviation (RSD) and bias relative to the ICRP model calculation standard. The result is given in Table 5 .
For comparison, the imprecesion and bias can also be computed for uncorrected results. The 10 conventions are used simply to estimate deposition efficiency in the five respiratory tract loci. The uncertainty results are shown in Table 6 .
In nearly all cases, the bias is dominated by the RSD, which therefore can be taken as a measure of uncertainty of either corrected or uncorrected deposition efficiency. Naturally, the corrected efficiencies have markedly smaller uncertainty than the raw estimates.
DISCUSSION
The intent of this proposal is to aid in future epidemiological research and perhaps ultimately improve aerosol hazard evaluation for the purpose of control or compliance. Initially, instrument designers may be inspired to develop samplers that correspond Sampling conventions for estimating ultrafine and fine aerosol particle deposition 707 to convention. An aim of the conventions is to provide specific targets for design. The most specific application of the proposed conventions is for correcting inter and intra-person variation. This requires the use of three-or four-sampler arrays. Multi-component measurement allows the shifting and scaling of deposition functions in particle size to accommodate different breathing conditions. Alternatively, the samplers may be applied in a simpler manner depending on objectives. For example, suppose a large uncertainty in dose is acceptable in a particular study concerned with airborne particles depositing in the gas-exchange region. Then, an alveolar sampler (for example) giving a value averaged over the 12 breathing conditions would allow estimation of mean doses. Uncertainty may be estimated similar to the above, given limited information about the size distribution of the aerosol sampled.
For some applications, yet less distinct deposition information may be sufficient. In this case, combinations of the conventions can be applied. For instance, for some purposes, perhaps, it is not necessary to distinguish the extrathoracic regions ET 1 and ET 2 .
On the other hand, perhaps compact personal multi-component samplers with collection efficiency in agreement with the proposed conventions may be developed. In this case, the large inter-person variation in dust deposition in the various parts of the respiratory tract could be dealt with. Workplace airborne aerosol concentration measurement combined with profiled breathing conditions of Table 1 may then provide accurate and distinct dose estimates in support of epidemiological research.
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